
Top Reasons to Invest in Moz SEO Audit
 

A Moz SEO audit is the process of looking into the site architecture, technical setup and

performance of a website. It mainly seeks to detect problems with the site structure and

technical setup. While it is an in-depth process, the audit should not be a one-way process.

Instead, it is a process that can be shared with the client so as to have an effective

communication. 

 

The technical audit process starts with defining the aim of the in-depth study. The purpose of

the Moz SEO audit is to provide the client with the required optimization services. However,

this does not mean that an in-depth technical analysis should only be done at the end of the

case. This means that the technical audit should be incorporated as part of the regular Moz

SEO audit. 

 

seo smb of Moz SEO audit starts with site checkup. Here, a thorough site checkup is

conducted to reveal possible problems such as broken links, missing META info, invalid

sitemaps, missing alt tags, missing Meta tags, missing file names, etc. All these problems are

potential barriers for the search engine optimization. On the other hand, a site checkup also

reveals the proper set of keywords used on the site. This also helps the client to make sure

that the listed keywords are properly used and the list of keywords used is up-to-date. 

 

Another aspect of the site audit tool is the collection of important insights from the technical

papers and documents provided by the optimization firm. These insights help to understand

some of the more technical parts of the SEO process and identify gaps which need to be

closed. For example, if a certain URL has a significant misspelling in its domain name but the

URL is correctly encoded, then this can be identified as an easy SEO opportunity. 

 

The data studio and analytics tools used in Moz SEO audit are extremely user-friendly. They

enable the user to easily analyze and manipulate the data. The data Studio displays charts

and graphs and the analytics code automatically generates reports on different types of

queries. It also provides a search console so that the SEO analyst can easily track the

progress over time. The data studio allows easy integration of custom modules such as

Google Analytics, MSN Analytics, or Yahoo! 360. 

 

The Moz SEO audit tool tools provide various other valuable services as well. One of these is

the 'word explorer'. It allows the user to examine the competition level for any given

keyphrase or keyword. The data collected can further be analyzed for competitive analysis

and spot any loopholes which might prove detrimental for your SEO campaign. Moreover, the

data can also be sorted out in order to display the most effective keywords for each category. 

 

The Moz webedo audit tool features a web CE search engine console. This is a must-have

feature for any smart SEO company. The CE search engine console allows the user to do

advanced keyword analysis and competitor analysis. The user can easily alter the strategies

as per changing circumstances and come up with new ideas for improving the ranking
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positions. This can help you climb up the ladder quickly. 

 

All the detailed insights provided by the Moz SEO audit program can help you save money.

You can use the insights for improving your marketing strategy as well. Thus, with the

detailed insight provided by the tool, you can assess the effectiveness of your SEO plan and

adjust your pricing plans accordingly. If the analysis shows that your website is not getting

the targeted traffic, you can easily rework your site architecture and make it search-friendly.

Thus, the Moz SEO audit program is a must-have if you want to keep a tab on your

competitors and increase your chances of gaining a good search rankings position on the top

search engines.


